
The proactive management of an organisation's Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) score requires the 

strict management of vendor expenditure. Vendor selection and vendor rotation is fraught with inefficiencies and in some 

cases even corruption. AccTech Vendor Relationship Management (VRM) assists organisations to streamline the entire 

vendor selection, maintenance and rotation process. User-friendly screens allow your procurement department to capture 

business critical vendor information ensuring uninterrupted service delivery and compliance with BBBEE targets.  

Contracting a new vendor only to find that their Tax Clearance certificate has expired, or is about to expire leads to 

frustration and inefficiencies across the business. AccTech VRM will identify venders whose Tax Clearance or BBBEE 

Certificates are about to expire and will notify them automatically of the pending expiry. AccTech VRM also electronically 

stores all vendor's Tax Clearance and BBBEE Certificates.

AccTech VRM Vendor Master Details Screenshot

Manage your Vendor data to improve reporting and effeciency:
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When combining the power of AccTech VRM and AccTech eWorkflow's advanced procurement management capabilities, 

helps manage the automatic rotation of vendors. During the renewal of Vendor contracts, new vendors are automatically 

be given a chance to tender in a well governed process that cannot be bypassed, enforcing vendor rotation policies without 

the possibility of user manipulation.

Automate your Vendor Rotation:

Tracking of changes to vendor data is critical to ensure accuracy and auditability. AccTech VRM monitors all changes to any 

vendor detail including, address; phone; email; bank account or commodity information and stores all changes in a tamper-

proof audit log. Regardless of whether or not data is manipulated through VRM or through more advanced back-end 

processes, AccTech VRM ensures your data is fully auditable and verifiable.

Track all changes:

AccTech VRM provides users and management with advanced business intelligence through advanced Dashboards and 

predefined reports. Dashboards supply instant access to information such as open purchase orders and draw attention to 

excessive turnaround times from non-performing vendors. Management reporting provide insight into the trends with 

respect to BBBEE percentage spend; actual vs. budgets and expected cashflow requirements. 

Increase your Business Intelligence:

AccTech VRM B-BBEE Level and Status Screen AccTech VRM B-BBEE Dashboard
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Full Audit trail on all Vendor changes tracked by user

AccTech VRM ranks your suppliers according to the BBBEE Level and Status. This information helps organisations drive their 

preferential procurement policy.  VRM's advanced reporting capabilities gives you the intelligence you need to determine 

how close you are to reaching your goals on percentage BBBEE spend.

Drive your BBBEE policy goals:
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VRM Standard features:

Vendor Master File:

AccTech VRM allows to you store all of your vendor master details in a single database. All Vendor contacts, 

phone/email/address and attached documentation records will be stored in a centralised place, with the ability to record 

all phone calls/emails/letters/faxes that you have had with your vendors. The Vendor master details can be integrated 

directly into Sage ERP Accpac Accounts Payable.
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Vendor Commodity tracking:

Within VRM, you can store all commodities that your individual vendors supply. This information is then searchable and 

reportable, allowing you to search for vendors in specific regions supplying specific commodities.

BBBEE Score:

All vendor BBBEE certificate details can be saved into VRM and this data can be used to find vendors with specific BBBEE 

credentials, as well as to report on your spend per BBBEE classification as well as for future vendor rotation purposes.

Bank Account management:

VRM will allow individual users to capture vendor banking details and there is a full Authorisation workflow which requires a 

supervisor to approve the banking details before they are accepted for payment. All approvals are tracked within VRM with 

date, time and username.

Full Audit Trails:

In order to determine how and when specific data has changed within VRM, all changes to vendor, contact, 

address/phone/email and bank account records are logged on SQL Database level. These audit logs are read-only and are 

available to specific users to determine the changes made.

Tax Clearance & BBBEE Certificate expiry alerts:

Keeping an up-to-date record of your vendors' Tax Clearance Certificates and BBBEE Certificates is a constant problem for 

vendor management. VRM allows you to upload the Tax Clearance and BBBE Certificates as well as capture these expiry 

dates. VRM will email you and your vendor prior to the expiry date to ensure the latest information is captured on time.

Standard Dashboards & Reports:
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  Sage ERP Accpac Vendor Details 

   Top 10 Vendors by Turnover

   Outstanding Purchase Orders

   Average days to Purchase Order completion

   BBBEE Spend by Score

  Cash Flow Required

   Commodity report

   Transactional Reports

Integration of Vendor Master Data to Sage ERP Accpac:

AccTech VRM's vendors can be promoted automatically to Sage ERP Accpac Accounts Payable. The vendor will be created in 

Accpac (integrating all of the details about that vendor) and all address/phone/email and contact details will synchronise 

between the two systems. 

Read-only view of P/O and A/P Data:

From within the Vendor record in VRM, one can get a full history of all purchase orders loaded in Sage ERP Accpac  Purchase 

Orders module. The user can drill down into individual line items on these purchase orders. In addition, full A/P Invoice 

history is viewable, and there is a complete Vendor statistics page showing the recent history on this vendor.

Sage ERP Accpac Cashbook:

Bank Account details may be loaded in VRM and will be taken through the approval process. Once approved, VRM will send 

these banking details directly into the Sage ERP Accpac Cashbook.
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